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Answer Sll followine six quqstions [Note: each question has 20 markslttAssume anv required datatt

[20 marks]
Date: A forklift truck shown if Fig.l

Req.: 1) Show all forces acting on the

sYstem due to motions of machine
t tmt t  and fork 

t tFt t

2) Draw the relation between the

lifting load Q bY fork at c'g'q and

both K1 and K, . Consider o=10o ,
W'=12 tons, b=2a =2\q=(413)c=4m,

P=0.15, i"= -ZO km/h', ir=-9 m/s"
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[20 marksl
befine the tasks of the dimensional $ynthesis'

Date: The three prescribed coupler (Rr = AB = 5 cm) point coordinates (x, y) of A and

03 positions are as;
Al(2,4) ,  o3r:307o ,  A2(1.55,5) '  erz=310o and 43(0.0,6) ,  Olr=325o

Req.:
fronstruct 4b planer mechanism by graphical synthesis method in plane { x Ory }'

2) Study this mechanism (name , T's , Qa and Tp )'
3) lf (x, y) of the coupler point "P" at the I't position is Pr(8 , 0'0)o find (x ' y) of P2

and P3
What is the generation problem fype ? why?

Is this mechanism used as hoisting or conv handline system? why?

[20 marksl
Date: Inclined conveyor trough

(Fig.z) conveys load weight
w.

Req.: Driving motion 1i'; wtrictr
satisfies Positive sliding
conveying stage.
Consider o=10o, p=0.15

Date: Three flexible hoisting
systems (fig.3)

Req.;
1) Illustrate the

of each pulley.
2) Drive q/(np

system.
Find Q and h if Fo=1691i uod
s=4m for each system.
Choice the best sYstem! whY?

type of motions

, e) for each

q&n

Fit

Fig.2

n,=t 'no 1
5  n  =n -3
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With mv best wishes (Prof, /Sabry El-ShakerY



(O.4t [20 marks] [Note: point (A) has l0 marks and point (B) has 10 marks I
A) Write ( ! ) onlv beside each correct of following statements or write (-Y) if the statement contains any

mistake, then write corrections of mistakes over mistakes directly :-
1) Cartesian robot advantage is independent of gravity loadings and collision-free movement..
2) Medium-Technology robots are only operated by air pistons and operate as fast as (3HZ).
3) Clamping elements of gripper are coming into direct contact with manipulated object.
4) Polar robot has disadvantage as "short joint travel for many motions".
5) Good obstacle avoidance and coll ision prevent is an advantage of spherical robots.

B) For a robot;
1 )  F indTrans .mat r ix  A? =TQt ,dz= lcm)R(X1,a2=450)  and S =R(22,4=3d)  T \432=km)

2) Find the equivalent Trans. matrix as; R=.4 4

r)
2)

3)

$ [20 marksl [Note:  po int  (A)  has 5 marks and point  (B)  has l5  marks ]
List the basis parameters for gripping device design.
The following Fig.4 shorys a simple gripper which consists from two symmetric four-bar
mechanism, the first one is OABP mechanism, where OP is the fixed l ink of length (a1) and point
O has a coordinate (xy) equal to (0,0). The extension of l ink PB is forming the gripper fing--
The link OA is connected to sliding block at point C through link AC. Find;
The equation of oq= f (oz, ?t, az. ar, ar) and the equation of X= f (e2,, L, a2)
Analvticallv find lengths (a3) of AB and (aa) of BP and (L) of AC at o2=30o if a'=45 cme ?2=35
cm and X=68.15 cm if the coordinate (x,;,) of point (B) is (Xs=55, Ys=49) related to O of (0,0).
Compute (ea,X) "and check graphically" at o2=60o0(a1=45, a2=35)cm, use calculated (a3, aa& L) .
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Fig.4

[20 marks] [Note: point (A) has 5 marks and point (B) has l5 marks I

) List the five type elements of the grasping mechanism.

) Fig.S shows a simple slider crank mechanism OAB has a piston
block which can push an object against a resistant force ( F ).

l) For piston, drive the equation X= "f (e, R, L,) and its linear
speed *= 7 1a,e,R,....etc) and its acceleration .{=11o,oi,o, ...etc)

2) At o=53.13o , R=30cm, L=40 cm, constant <o=l ris and F=500N,
find analvtically the values (X, *,.4 "and check these values
graphically". Try to find torque (T) which must applied to OA
if mass m2=l0Kg of OA concentrated at mid of OA and mass
zo=50Kg of piston block concentrated at B, assume link AB is
massless m friction coefficient tr=0.1 of piston and ground

With mv best wishes (DM Kholed Kltuder e r  
)
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